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September prayer letter
Increased opportunities as reminders of our dependence on the Lord
Dan continues to teach virtually each week for three different training centers in Latin America.
Recently, he was asked to be on another doctoral dissertation committee. This Doctor of Ministry
dissertation deals with helping Mexican pastors prepare their churches for future leadership, so he is
looking forward to seeing this dissertation develop and benefit many churches in the near future.
As Dan and Dr. Shumate continue to work together on aspects related to the transition of leadership of
MGMI, both are also ministering in leadership development in academic settings as well as more
informal settings. This dynamic highlights our dependency upon the Lord to provide wisdom, grace and
strength; and for that we covet your prayers.
Further areas remind us of our dependence upon the Lord. Opportunities are growing for Dan to
represent MGMI in recruiting as well as sharing of the ministries of MGMI, and opportunities are
expanding for Dan to share about TEAM Mobile Seminary. In September, Dan will represent MGMI at
BJU’s Global Opportunities Week and will guest speak in a couple of classes. Then, he will represent
MGMI, TEAM Mobile Seminary, and Ebenezer Bible College and Seminary (IPES) at the National
Conference on Hispanic Outreach (NCHO). In October, we will represent MGMI at one missions
conference and TEAM Mobile Seminary at another. In November, we will participate in another
missions conference and are currently developing plans for a recruiting event for MGMI in December.
Praises. A supporting church raised the amount of monthly support that they send us. Also, due to
special gifts from a couple of churches, we were able to purchase an additional piece of equipment
needed for our ongoing online training of current and future pastors throughout Latin America.
The family corner. Anna, our oldest daughter, is writing a book (a redemptive analogy) while she is
waiting for an answer from some applications that she submitted after we finished our summer travels.
Abby worked enough to stay in the dorms for at least the first semester of her junior year at college.
Recently, classes began for her as well as for our son Daniel, who is taking dual-credit college courses
during his last year of high school. Opal continues to homeschool Daniel as well as our oldest daughter,
Rose, who has taken up studying Russian on her own!
Thank you for your prayers!
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